A timeline of how
to prepare for
disaster season

Disaster preparedness checklist

The prepper:
five weeks out
•

•
•

Everyone loves the start of summer with its hot
days, balmy nights and backyard barbeques.
But with the warmer months comes an increased
risk of natural disasters – fire, heatwaves, floods
and cyclones – across the country.
As we approach this summer
season it’s important to be
ready and like it or not, disaster
season is a part of our
Australian summers.
We know that staying connected
is especially crucial when
disasters happen.
It’s important to think ahead to
make sure you can stay
informed about conditions and
connected with loved ones
during an emergency.
Even if you don’t live in an area
of high risk for cyclones,
bushfires or flooding, you may
work in or travel through a
high-risk area, so it’s important

•

•

•
•

that everyone knows what to do
in an emergency.
Whether you’re well prepared or
are more likely to get your gear
together on evacuation day,
we’ve got a disaster
preparedness checklist for you.
Stay safe this summer.

To read more about how
you can be prepared this
summer season, go to
exchange.telstra.com.au
and search for disaster
season.

Download emergency
services apps
Be alert to changing conditions
Back up your data
Save your emergency numbers
as priorities
Consider a satellite phone
or repeater device
Get a corded phone
EFTPOS terminals are
configured to use alternative
connectivity in the event of a
service disruption.

The just-in-case:
five days out
•
•

•

Invest in an alternative charger
Know your plug for faster
phone charging
Enable Wi-Fi calling

 he last minute:
T
five hours out
•
•
•

Charge your phone. Right now.

Use local information sources
Gather your Government
agencies for emergency
response information

